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A Bibliography of Canadian Botany. —The University of Montreal has

recently issued a bulletin 1 which should prove of inestimable value to taxono-

mists everywhere and to ail students of the flora of northern and northeastern

This Bibliography, so called, is in reality a cumulative index, in part, of

the first forty-five volumes of Rhodora (1899-1943). Rhodora was chosen

since it is the botanical journal most actively concerned with the Canadian

flora. The present publication extends an earlier work by Jacques Rousseau

covering the years 1899-1934.

The Bibliography is concerned not only with Canada proper but also with

such closely related phytogeographic areas as Alaska, Newfoundland and

Greenland. It consists of three parts.

Part I (pp. 9-103) comprises an alphabetical index of all new names pro-

posed without regard to geographic location. Parenthetical as well as actual

authorities are given.

Part II (pp. 105-275) consists of a list of all articles relating directly or

indirectly to the flora of Canada, Newfoundland, St. Pierre et Miquelon,

Greenland, Labrador and Alaska. This list is arranged alphabetically by

authors. Following each bibliographic reference there appears a list of

species and lesser entities mentioned in the article cited. In the case of

articles directly concerned with the geographic areas mentioned above all the

species, varieties and forms discussed are included. In those works dealing

but indirectly with these areas, however, only those concepts are listed which

are specifically cited in the articles as occurring in the regions under considera-

tion. . .,

Part III (pp. 277-367), a necessary complement, is an alphabetical index

of all the species, varieties and forms mentioned in Part II.

This Bulletin may be obtained from Institut Botanique de l'Universit6 de

Montreal, 4101 est, rue Sherbrooke, Montreal, Canada at a cost of two

dollars.

—

Albert F. Hill.

• Rouleau, Eknkht: Bibliographic des travaux concernant la flore canadienne,

parus dans "Rhodora", de 1899 a 1943 inclusivement, precgdee d'un index alpha-

betique de tous les noms botaniques nouveaux proposes dans cette revue: —Contri-

butions de l'lnstitut Botanique de l'Universite de Montreal —No. 54. 1044.

Volume 47, no. 558, including pages 185-220 and plates 908-911, was issued

10 June, 1945.


